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Message from the General Chairs

Welcome to the 2006 IEEE International Conference on Web Services (ICWS 2006)! ICWS 2006 is now in its fourth anniversary. The long-term goal of ICWS is to establish a reputable and respectable conference for the international community of researchers and practitioners to exchange information regarding advancements in the state of the art and practice of Web services, and to identify the emerging research topics and define the future of Web services computing. ICWS 2006 is sponsored by IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Services Computing (TC-SVC) and is co-located with the 2006 IEEE International Conference on Services Computing (SCC 2006), as well as the 30th Annual International Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC 2006).

Web services are Internet-based application components published using standard interface description languages and become universally available via uniform communication protocols. As in the fourth year, the program of ICWS 2006 continues to feature research papers with a wide range of topics, focusing on various aspects of IT services such as Web services specifications and enhancements, Web services discovery and integration, Web services security, Web services Modeling, Web services-based Software Engineering, Web services-based applications and solutions, and semantics in Web services.

As the most prestigious academic conference in the field of Web services, the first International Conference on Web Services, ICWS 2003 was held at the Monte Carlo Resort in Las Vegas, Nevada, June 23 - 26, 2003, attracting hundreds of participants from 25 countries. ICWS 2004 was held at Westin Horton Plaza in San Diego, California, July 6-9, 2004, attracting about 250 registered participants from 22 countries and regions. The joint ICWS 2005 and SCC 2005 attracted more than 300 registered participants. ICWS 2003, ICWS 2004, and ICWS 2005 have proven to be excellent catalysts for research and collaboration, and we fully expect that this coming ICWS 2006 conference will continue this trend.

Many people have worked very hard to make this conference possible. We would like to thank all who have helped in making ICWS 2006 a success. The Program Committee members and referees all deserve credit for producing the excellent final program that resulted from the diligent review of the submissions. Special thanks go to the program chairs and all the other organizing committee members. We would also like to appreciate the Services Computing Professional Interest Community (PIC) at IBM Research and IEEE IT Professional Magazine. Clearly, there are still many unresolved research issues in regard to Web services computing as a very young field. We hope you enjoy the conference and plan to contribute to the future ICWS events as authors, speakers, panelists, and volunteer as conference organizers. Finally, ICWS belongs to you, the audience.
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Welcome to ICWS 2006! Over the past four years, ICWS has grown to be a prime international forum for both researchers and practitioners to exchange the latest fundamental advances in the state of the art and practice of Web services and to envision the future of Web services.

This year’s conference attracted more than 300 submissions from all over the world. Except for a very small number of papers that received 2 reviews, each paper was reviewed by 3 or 4 program committee members. After initial review and follow-up discussions, the program committee selected 48 articles as research papers.

The research track is organized into 16 sessions covering a wide range of topics including: Web services matchmaking and discovery, QoS issues for Web services, Web services composition and integration, semantics in Web services, Web services specifications and enhancement, modeling and benchmarking, SOA and services-oriented software engineering, business process management, and services-based mobile computing. In addition to the research track, we offer two new programs: one is an application services and industry track, focusing on services realizations and industrial practices, and the other is a works-in-progress track, focusing on on-going services-oriented research and practice. Furthermore, the joint ICWS and SCC programs feature 3 keynotes by leaders in Web services research and development, 6 tutorials, and 4 panels.

We thank all the authors who submitted top-quality papers to the conference. The decision making was extremely difficult but the results are exceptional. We are very grateful to the outstanding international cast of 96 program committee members and the many external reviewers. Their timely completion of more than 1000 reviews and active participation in discussions was critical in making the review and selection process possible. We also thank the ICWS steering committee, our General Co-Chairs Frank Leymann and Liang-Jie (LJ) Zhang, and the ICWS 2006 Organizing Committee for their help in putting together such an exciting conference. Finally, we thank all of you who come to the conference. We hope you find the conference both stimulating and enjoyable!
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Web services have been evolving rapidly in recent years and become a fertile research area for both academia and industry. The advance of Web services is strongly influenced by the need in real applications, as it extends many principles and practices of Web to enable dynamic program-to-program interactions. The adoption of Web service is accelerated by the strong industry standardization efforts which define the fundamental infrastructure, e.g. SOAP, WSDL, etc., as well as critical service protocols, e.g. WS-Addressing, WS-Security, UDDI, etc., for Web service invocation and enablement.

The Application Services and Industry Track of the 4th IEEE International Conference on Web Services (ICWS 2006) is intended to provide a forum for researchers and practitioners from industry and academia to exchange ideas, share experiences, and foster new initiatives that can advance Web services to the next level. As the industry is moving towards a service-oriented architecture (SOA) and a more dynamic event-driven architecture (EDA), there is an increasing need to motivate new paradigms and approaches, in order to address technical challenges arising from new applications.

The Application Services and Industry Track of ICWS 2006 consists of 17 sessions. It provides a balanced coverage encompassing various aspects of Web service technologies. After a peer review process, 51 papers were accepted for the proceedings of ICWS 2006 and for presentation at the conference.

In addition to the requirement of scientific rigor, the Application Services and Industry Track paper review process placed an emphasis on the significance of the contributions to address real problems in application services and industry applications. Many people contributed to this process. And we would like to thank all of them for their hard work and dedication which laid the foundation for the success of the Application Services and Industry Track at ICWS 2006.

Moreover, I would like to thank all paper authors who submitted their papers to ICWS 2006. It is their contribution that made ICWS 2006 a premier conference in Web services, and upon which Application Services and Industry Track at ICWS 2006 can provide a meeting place for both industry and academia in their pursuit of new advances in Web services.
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Abstract

In the last few years, the field of Web Services (WS) security has evolved rapidly producing an impressive number of WS-based security standards. This fact has caused that organizations are still reticent about adopting technologies based on this paradigm due to the learning curve necessary to integrate security into their practical deployments. In this paper, we present PWSSec (Process for Web Services Security) as a process that enables the integration of a set of specific stages into the traditional phases of WS-based systems development providing them with security. PWSSec is composed of three stages, WSSecReq (Web Services Security Requirements), WSSecArch (Web Services Security Architecture) and WSSecTech (Web Services Security Technologies) that allow the specification of WS-specific security requirements, the definition of the WS-based security architecture and the identification of the security standards that the security architecture must deploy, respectively.

1. Introduction

The open Internet nature is promoting the development of Web Services (WS) as a paradigm that enables complex business workflow integration scenarios and provides the so-demanded and so-called hyper-connectivity inter- and intra-enterprises [1]. This standard-based quality-centered paradigm is evolving rapidly due to its capability of handling and addressing the heterogeneous system integration issue. In fact, according to the most recent reports from IDC, over the next years, the market for WS-based solutions will grow steadily reaching $11 billion in 2008 [2]. This growth has caused that in the last few years a lot of initiatives have been developed (apart from others previously existing). Due to this fact, an enormous quantity WS-standards is being produced. This diversity, also found in the context of WS security [3] has made us consider its application, from a global perspective, as a very complex and hard process to understand with a very difficult learning curve. At present, there is still a lack of a global approach that offers a methodical development to construct security architectures for WS-based systems. For this purpose, the main objective of this paper is to present the PWSSec (Process for Web Services Security) process.

PWSSec has been created to facilitate and orientate the development of WS-based security systems so that in each one of the traditional stages for the construction of this kind of systems [4], a complementary stage comprising security [5] can be easily integrated. Therefore, this process can be used once the functional architecture of the system has been built or during the stages used to elaborate this architecture. In both cases, the result will be a security architecture formed by a set of coordinated security mechanisms that use the WS security standards to fulfil the system security requirements.

In this paper we will provide a brief overview of the complete process and we will present in a more detailed form the WSSecReq stage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the PWSSec process is introduced. In section 3, an in-depth study of the stage related to the specification of security requirements for WS-based systems is presented. In section 4, related research works are stated, and, finally, in section 5 conclusions and issues that need to be developed in the future are stated.

2. PWSSec - Process for WS Security

In this section, we will present a general overview of our development process for developing secure WS-based systems.

PWSSec follows an iterative and incremental development that facilitates the development and
integration of security into WS-based systems. This process specifies how to define security requirements for WS-based systems describes logical security services-based reference security architecture and explains how to instantiate it to obtain a concrete security architecture based on the current WS security standards. This process can be used either in the development of a new system, since it can be perfectly integrated into the stages in which functional generic services-based [6, 7] and WS-specific [4] development processes are divided, or it can be used for an already designed or developed system based on WS.

The main features of the process presented in this paper are as follows: i) Iterative and incremental process: For each iteration that comprises the development of all stages, a part (increase) of system security is analyzed, characterized and developed; ii) The two basic principles are process traceability and reusability and product interoperability and reusability. iii) Process managed by the elements and basic procedures defined for an Architecture based on WS [8]: the basic actors are the services provider agents, the services consumer agents and the discovery agents whilst the basic processes are WS publishing, discovery, binding and invocation; iv) based on the concept and techniques developed within the scope of Security Requirement Engineering and Risk analysis and management. [9]: v) developed from the concept and techniques that allow us to implement security into software architecture [10-12].

All the stages of this process must pay attention to the elements and basic processes defined within a SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) architecture. For instance, as we will see in WSSecReq stage, security requirements must be specified in terms of the agents taking part in SOA architecture: agents consumers and providers of WS and agents acting as a repository of services metadata (WS Discovery Service in Figure 1); and according to the main processes carried out within SOA architecture: processes of publishing, discovery, binding and invocation. Normally, security requirements are erroneously focused on WS providers and invocation process. However, this is a clear mistake because the fact of guaranteeing security in the invocation of a WS is worthless if the processes of discovery or binding (e.g.: trust negotiation interactions [13]) have not been analyzed, designed and developed taking into account security.

Figure 1 shows the stages in which PWSSec process is structured. Each one of the stages defined within PWSSec process describes its inputs, outputs, activities, actors and sometimes, guides, best practices, tools and techniques that complement, improve and facilitate the set of activities developed within these stages.

These stages are briefly described as follows:

1. WSSecReq (Web Services Security Requirements): The main purpose of this stage is to produce a specification (or a part of it) of the security requirements of the target system based on WS. Its input is composed by a specification of the scope that we want to comprise during iteration (e.g.: if we have a definition of the Use Cases available, we can select those that we want to cover and use them as an input for the iteration), the business and security goals defined for the system as well as the part of the organizational security policy that we estimate that may impact on the system design. The output is basically formed by: i) A threat attack tree [14] associated with the WS business and application pattern [4] identified within the analyzed functionality; ii) Every built attack tree’s leaf will show a threat [15] that can refined by a set of attack scenarios, defined as misuse cases according to [16, 17], organized into attack profiles [18], and represented according to the Quality if Service UML profile [19]; iii) every misuse case must have related a set of security use cases, according to Donald G. Firesmith [20], that state how the system should respond to the associated misuse case; iv) A formal specification of the security requirements for the scope of the system based on SIREN [21]. These requirements will have been derived after instantiating the WS security requirements templates associated with every security use case.

This stage is supported by two repositories: i) WS Security E&A Resources, that contains all the artefacts mentioned above but the security requirements specification; ii) WS Security Requirements Record that contains a set of generic security requirements that
can be applied to WS-based systems within diverse domains [21].

2. WSSecArch (Web Services Security Architecture), has as its main objective to situate and integrate the security requirements specified in WSSecReq stage through the identification of the appropriate security WS architectural patterns and the security services derived from them. The input of this stage is composed of: i) business goals of the current iteration; ii) organizational security goals and policies taken into account during the current iteration; iii) the set of attack and security scenarios developed in WSSecReq; and iv) the set of security requirements defined in the specifications SyRS, SRS, SyTS, STS, IRS developed in WSSecReq stage. The output is a complete specification of the developed security architecture, called Software Security Architecture Specification (SASSec), indicating: i) how the functional requirements used as input to the stage are integrated into the specifications mentioned above; ii) what security requirements are achieved and how are the allocated in the architecture [22]; and iii) what are the security WS that need to be introduced as security mechanisms. There have been defined four activities that are developed in this stage i) WS Security Architecture Patterns Identification, that defines the mechanisms for the development of the security requirements being analyzed in the current iteration; ii) WS Security Architectural Patterns Integration, that solves the aspects related to security services integration and their interactions with respect to the business services they apply to; iii) Security Architecture Validation that verifies that the attack and security scenarios for the current iteration are covered and identifies possible conflicts of the solution with respect to other functional or quality requirements; iv) WS Security Architecture Specification, that consist of writing the document Security Architecture Specification (SASSec in Figure 1) supported by the use of a set of views [23, 24]. All these four activities are carried out based on a WS security reference architecture we have defined that facilitates the partitioning of the system and the allocation of the security requirements. The core of this WS Security Reference Architecture are the WS Security Kernel (WSSecKern) component, which is responsible for addressing a set of security requirements from the SASSec and the Abstract Security Services attach to them, which are security services that comprises certain set of security requirements types (e.g.: security requirements related to authorization). Due to space limitations, this stage will not be studied in this paper.

3. WSSecTech (Web Services Security Technologies): The main purpose of this stage is to define a set of standards that will implement the Abstract Security Services identified in the previous stage. Its principal input will be the SASSec elaborated then. Output will be a description of the set of standards identified for each Abstract Security Service together with the reasoning framework that made us select it and a security architecture design. The activities carried out in this stage are the following: i) WS-based Security Standards Identification; and ii) Deployment Security Policies Definition.

3. WSSecReq – Web Services Security Requirements

In this section, we will describe WSSecReq stage (see Figure 2), of PWSSec process.

3.1. Objectives and general considerations

The main objective of this stage is to produce a specification of the security requirements of the WS-based system (or part of it) considered in the current iteration. This stage is developed through a series of activities that are elicitation, analysis, specification and validation of the software security requirements.

Figure 2. WSSecReq stage: activities and artefacts.

During the elicitation and analysis of security requirements in WS-based systems, we should take into account the new security scenarios and goals that have appeared such as Single Sign-On solutions, trust domain federation, trust management (including aspects like trust negotiation, trust lifecycle management, policy versioning [13, 25]), protection at the semantic level in which the service must protect information according to its semantic content and its addresses [26], architecture requirements such as restrictions on the existence of services of third parties.
that will act as intermediaries with the purpose of being able to act if there are arguments (taking advantage of the SOAP multi-hop architecture).

3.2 Principles

The main principles that should be regarded in all the activities are: i) Incorporation of security concepts derived from the Security Risk Analysis and Management (attack, vulnerability, attacker, risk etc.) [9, 27]; ii) Iterative and incremental, so that the security of just a piece of functionality is analyzed in every iteration and just the WS security requirements of that piece are produced; iii) To encourage reusability of the security requirements and the analysis work performed within this stage through the creation, updating and support of a repository composed of, among others, WS security requirements templates, WS attack patterns grouped into profiles and specific WS security use cases [18, 21, 28].

3.3 Input

The development of intensive software systems starts with a description of the system operations and the highest level functional requirements [29, 30]. According to that, input is composed of a specification of the scope that we want to comprise during iteration (e.g.: if we have a definition of the use cases available, we can select those that we want to cover and use them as an input for iteration). If the current iteration is not the first one, we can consider those security risks that are of the highest priority and have not been solved in previous iterations yet, the business and security goals defined for the system as well as the part of the organizational security policy that we estimate that can influence the system design. These inputs can be obtained by applying methods such as QAWs (Quality Attribute Workshops) [30] or TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework) [31].

3.4 Output

Adopted from SIREN [21] and following a series of basic principles for the definition of security requirements adapted for WS context based on [28], the output of this stage will be: i) System Security Requirements Specification (SyRS); ii) Security Software Requirements Specification (SRS); iii) System Tests Specification (SyTS); iii) Software Tests Specification (STS); iv) Interface Requirements Specification (IRS), extracted from SRS to avoid an extremely long document.

3.5 Actors

The actors taking part in this stage are the set of Stakeholders, RE (Requirements Engineering) Team and the Security Team. Stakeholders will act as sources of goals, policies, business high-level restrictions, etc. The RE Team will carry out the processes of elicitation, analysis, specification and validation of the security requirements together with the Security Team members.

3.6 Activities

3.6.1 Elicitation. The activity of elicitation will be supported by a detailed study of security for each WS business service identified and considered in the current iteration. Inspired by the risk analysis and management process known as Operationally Critical Attack, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation SM (OCTAVE) [28], we have defined the activity of elicitation according to the following steps:

1. Identification of the WS to be Protected, where the set of WS to be protected by the security requirements are to be identified (e.g.: consumer service, provider service, etc).

2. Attacker Profiles Identification. For each WS, we have to identify the potential types of attackers from the potential WS consumers. As a first step to identify potential attackers, we can invert every legitimate WS consumer into a potential attacker [32]. This is not enough; therefore, we must analyze possible attack scenarios coming from other type of attackers (e.g.: attackers of the underlying infrastructure used by the service to develop its functionality).

3. Potential Attacks Identification. Threats will take place in attack scenarios over WS (the interface with the service itself as well as the set of actions with internal elements such as databases or directories that the interface executes to complete that service) according to the type of SOA abstract interactions that the service must carry out (publishing, discover, binding and invocation). Normally, there will be two groups to be analyzed for each WS: the first one formed by binding and publishing processes of the WS and the second one formed by discovery, binding and invocation processes of the WS. Apart from defining the attack scenarios, we must define its associated security scenarios that specify how the WS should respond in order to prevent (or at best to mitigate) the attack. In Figure 3, QoS UML profile has been used to...
model the level of quality (depicted with stereotype <<Asset>>) associated with certain business WS called ExampleHealthCarePatientInfoWS.

![Level of Quality modelled as an asset related to a WS by means of the QoS profile.](image)

**Figure 3.** Level of Quality modelled as an asset related to a WS by means of the QoS profile.

In Figure 4, QoS UML profile modelling of unwanted incidents (exploited vulnerabilities by means of successful attacks) is shown

![The asset QualityLevel is related to the potential identified attack, which in turn is related to its attacker. In addition, the asset QualityLevel shows a relationship with the unwanted situation that may arise when its potential attack is successful](image)

**Figure 4.** The asset QualityLevel is related to the potential identified attack, which in turn is related to its attacker. In addition, the asset QualityLevel shows a relationship with the unwanted situation that may arise when its potential attack is successful

4. Attack Impact Assessment. For each vulnerable WS, we must determine the negative impacts that could appear if the attacks against this WS would happen and how the impact of this attack could be spread to the services interacting with it as well as to the underlying infrastructure (e.g.: ERP systems, databases, etc.).

5. Security Risks Assessment and Priorization. Security risk is the potential risk of causing damage to an estimated WS from the sum (taking into account all the relevant threats) of the negative impact of the caused damage multiplied by the probability of this impact to happen [9]. In this way, we can find out which WS are more relevant in terms of security and we can dedicate more resources to them during iteration.

6. Select the Security Subfactors [33]. For each security risk of a given WS, we must select, with the objective of limiting the risk to an acceptable level, the set of relevant security subfactors (e.g.: authentication, authorization, etc.) that determine the types of security requirements necessary to reduce that risk to an acceptable level.

7. Security Requirement Specification that accomplishes the next steps:

   a. Select from the repository of reusable requirements templates, the template or templates to be used for each security risk and associated subfactor. In our case, an example of template for information privacy could be as follows: “The [WS consumer, WS provider, WS discovery] will guarantee the non revelation of [type | identifier] of information without the express consent of its owner to [WS consumer, WS provider, WS discovery] during the execution of [set of interaction/use cases] according to the criterion and measures specified in the table [table]”.

   b. Determine the security criterion in order to introduce its parameters into the template. The security criterion specific for the WS which the template will be used for, determines how the degree of presence of a certain security subfactor will be measured. The security criteria can be determined according to the services, types of attackers or identified attacks and security risks. In the template of our example, we have determined that the criterion will be: Minimum number of attributes kept private”.

   c. Determine the suitable security metrics that measures the existence of the chosen security criteria and to introduce the quality metrics into the template. In our case, metrics is a percentage.

   d. According to the security risk identified for a certain service, to determine the minimum acceptable level of metrics for the chosen criterion, that limits to an acceptable level the associated risk and to introduce the template
required level. In our example, the accepted level is 99.99%.

e. Specify the security requirement by instancing the template from the selected parameters in the last three steps. An example of privacy requirement instance for an attribute service that takes part in a federation solution is shown below: “The WS Provider of attributes of the HealthCare.example.com system, by means of the WS called ExampleHealthCarePatientInfoWS, will guarantee the non revelation of patients personal information to sophisticated attacks (as explained in TABLE 1) unless patients have given express consent that allows to reveal their personal data to the WS customer StatisticsGenerator of the system of XYZ company during the execution of the use cases Statistics and Foresight Generation”.

### Table 1. Sample privacy requirement criterion, metrics and values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement Instance</th>
<th>Minimum number of attributes kept private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StatisticsGenerator WS generates a report of the Patient Profile</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatisticsGenerator WS generates a report of occupational foresight</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Register the requirement together with the business goals or security policies which this requirement has been derived from and with the reasoning framework that explains its refining process (the group of artefacts used or produced such as threat trees, misuse cases, security use cases, etc.).

#### 3.6.2. Analysis.

The analysis activity basically consists of identifying the possible conflicts that could arise among the security requirements. The main steps are:

1. Identification of conflicts taking into account two possible perspectives: i) security requirements conflicts within composition scenarios [34]: If there are new services built by composition, we must verify that these new services do not violate any of the identified security requirements; ii) security requirements conflicts within integration scenarios [1, 35]: i) external services, governed by third parties, which we want to integrate with; ii) inherited systems that we want to offer an interface based on a WS for.

2. Elimination and refinement of redundant and ambiguous security requirements, respectively.

3. Security requirements Classification. The analysis classifies security requirements in terms of system security, software or interfaces specification and, also, it establishes traceability relationships between the different security requirements [21]. Moreover, we have added one more classification that groups security requirements depending on if they apply to a process of publishing, discovery, binding or invocation.

#### 3.6.3. Specification.

This activity basically consists of documenting the WS security requirements. Requirements specification, based on IEEE std. 1233, 12207.1, 830 standards, is supported by the idea of the use of a set of requirements documents and a structure of reusable documents defined in SIREN [21]. This strategy guarantees requirements reusability and implements traceability relationships, both inclusive and exclusive, among the security requirements. One of the most important aspects of specification is the development of the specification of software and system tests in a way that each system or software security requirement has an acceptance criterion defined from the moment of its definition.

#### 3.6.4. Validation & Verification.

The last stage defined in WSSecReq is security requirements validation and verification that will be developed in two main activities:

1. Internal verification: This verifies the possible conflicts between security requirements and the rest of requirements and that detects ambiguous or poorly expressed specifications.

2. External validation: Due to the lack of alignment with the security policies that took part in the input to this process, we must verify that there is not a lack of alignment between security requirements and policies of identical nature. In addition, it will have to be carried out a validation of the security requirements together with the Stakeholders participants in this stage.

#### 4. Related Work

At present, undoubtedly, the biggest effort is being carried out in the area of WS security standards and specification definition. This effort has caused the existence of a vast number of specifications and standards that make it difficult to handle and to know them by the organizations that would like to use them. The lack of a global vision has caused that many organizations have been very reticent to use this method since they have thought it was full of acronyms.
Concerning the definition of processes for WS secure system development, we can highlight the extension for the methodology oriented to Tropos agents and goals defined in [36]. Here, it is stated an adaptation of Tropos that lets us define the architecture that covers a certain set of requirements QoS of WS. EFSOC [37] is a event-driven framework driven for WS-based systems that defines a security model that can be easily fixed for systems in which the modiﬁbility degree is high and therefore, they require a review and update of the authorization policies. In [6], a methodical and formal analysis based on “formal analysis of security-critical service-based software systems” is presented and in [7] a formal approach to the construction of service-based systems is presented.

None of these approaches proposes a method such as PWSSec that, from the business, system security goals and functional business and application WS patterns, can obtain a WS-based system. Moreover, none of these methods offers us facilities for the reusability of the generated products in a way that their practical applicability is guaranteed.

5. Conclusion and future research

This paper has presented the PWSSec process that facilitates the development and integration of security within WS-based systems. As far as authors know, there is not in the field of WS system research, a deﬁnition of a complete process comprising and taking into account all the stages of its life cycle.

Nowadays, we are applying PWSSec to two study cases carried out by two state-owned organizations. We hope that, as a result of this practical application, we could reﬁne the stages of the process and enrich the products generated in it.

Some of the main aspects to be developed are the following: i) Complete the repository deﬁned in WSSecReq stage with security requirements templates and speciﬁc attack patterns that comprise more WS security aspects; ii) Security requirements modelling and formal validation; iii) Develop evaluation areas and cost/beneﬁt analysis of WSSecArch; iv) Complete the catalog of WSSecTech standards and speciﬁcations (nowadays, completed for authentication and perimeter security requirements); v) In the process of veriﬁcation of policies compatibilities executed by WSSecKern, we still have to deﬁne whether two policies are semantically equivalent.
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